
Questions for ICE 

1. Does Section 1 of the 14th amendment of the Constitution apply to immigrants?  Why or why 

not?  How is Due Process applied if it does? 

2. We try to use (EBDM) Evidence Based Decision Making locally for our Criminal Justice 

matters.  How does EBDM support your position? 

3. The Attorney General of Virginia has issued an opinion that the detainer is not sufficient to hold 

a person in custody.  Why can ICE not obtain a document (warrant issued by Judge, Magistrate) 

that is sufficient?  What changes and/or resources are needed to make this happen? 

4. Are there unofficial deportation quotas that you all have to meet? 

5. Since you see when someone comes into the jail on the front end what keeps you from getting a 

warrant from a federal magistrate at that time for the ones you desire to detain? 

6. Does the jail get a higher fee if we hold someone on the federal detainer instead of having them 

do local time and call you all as to when they are going to be released? 

7. Are you being strategic in who is getting detained now or is the standard only if here legally or 

not?  

8. Are you deporting some now even pre-trial on state charges? 

9. Are people you detain here taken all the way down to Norfolk to be held?  

10. What risk assessment tool, if any, does ICE utilize when determining who they identify for 

removal?  Is ICE willing to share it with the board?  How is the tool administered? 

11. How often do ICE agents seek a criminal complaint from a federal judge as opposed to the 

agents signing their own administrative warrants? 

12. What role do limited resources and the availability of ICE agents play in who is, and who is not, 

taken into federal custody upon release on bond or the completion of their state sentence? 

13. Why are some individuals taken into ICE custody or removed prior to their state trials?  Are state 

prosecutors even notified when this happens?  What was the policy and practice under the prior 

Presidential Administration? 

14. Is there any way to inform the community or local/state law enforcement agencies of underlying 

charges from “Home” countries when a detainer is issued or an individual is deported?  For 

instance, when an individual commits a local or state offense and vacates said locality or state, 

warrants are issued and individuals are listed as wanted subjects for “said/accused” charges.  

Depending upon the charge, some localities or states may choose not to extradite.  Why does 

ICE not inform the public of the underlying charges? 

15. Is there documentation that illustrates deportation comparisons between the Obama 
administration and the Trump administration? 

16. In a previous meeting, an individual commented that ICE has assisted individuals obtain proper 
documentation to remain in the states, how often and under what circumstances would this 
type of assistance be deployed? 
 

 
























